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The coherent-state representation of quantum-mechanical propagators as well-defined phasespace path integrals involving Wiener measure on continuous phase-space paths in the limit that the diffusion constant diverges is formulated and proved. This construction covers a wide class of self-adjoint Hamiltonians, including all those which are polynomials in the Heisenberg operators; in fact, this method also applies to maximal symmetric Hamiltonians that do not possess a selfadjoint extension. This construction also leads to a natural covariance of the path integral under canonical transformations. An entirely parallel discussion for spin variables leads to the representation of the propagator for an arbitrary spin-operator Hamiltonian as well-defined path integrals involving Wiener measure on the unit sphere, again in the limit that the diffusion constant diverges.
I. INTRODUCTION
For quantum systems the problem of providing a welldefined meaning for the heuristic and formal path-integral expressions for the propagator has attracted the attention of a number of workers. 1 The most commonly used prescription involves the continuum limit of a time-slicing formulation which, although perfectly correct, 2 is sometimes criticized as being far removed from the idealized desired goal of an integration over a space of paths defined for a continuoustime parameter. Unfortunately, in such quantum formulations, and unlike the Feynman-Kac formula, the orders of integration and the continuum limit cannot be interchanged to yield a formulation on continuous-time path spaces. Not only does this procedure fail for configuration-space path integrals, but seemingly even more so for the far more widely applicable phase-space path integrals. 3 In this paper we propose an alternative to the time-slicing and continuum-limit procedure to define path integrals that leads to the quantum-mechanical propagator being given by well-defined path integrals involving Wiener measure on continuous phase-space paths in the limit that the diffusion constant diverges. 4 We are able to prove the existence of this formulation for a wide class of quantum Hamiltonians (described below) which includes all those that are polynomials in (Cartesian) P's and Q's. Indeed, our construction leads to a natural definition for the propagator even in cases where the Hamiltonian operator is maximal symmetric and admits no self-adjoint extension. Moreover, a formulation in terms of continuous phase-space paths permits one to make a transformation of integration variables, such as that involved in canonical transformations, with much greater care than usual (see the end of this section). We feel this possibility is just one of several advantages offered by our approach. A. Motivation, summary of principal results, and outline of the paper
We begin by giving a heuristic overview of our formulation of quantum-mechanical phase-space path integrals. In al"Bevoegdverklaard navorser" at the Nationaal Fonds voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek, Belgium. terms of the canonical coherent states, defined in Dirac notation for all (p,q) E H2 as (p",q"le-iTHIP',q') =ff-
) dp(t)dq(t).
(Ll) This is only a formal expression because there is no welldefined measure underlying this "integral"; ff stands for a formal (actually infinite) "normalization constant." The function H (p,q) was defined in Ref. into the integrand, and redefining ff in such a way that
ff-
1 exp [ -21y f (p2 + q2)dt ] 1) dp(t )dq (t) can be interpreted as a Wiener measure with diffusion constant y. The measure is pinned at p',q' at the initial time and at pH ,q" at the final time, a conditioning made possible by the use of the overcomplete coherent states. Since S( pdq -q dp) is a well-defined stochastic integral for this Wiener measure (and in fact the Ito and Stratonovich rules
exp[i ~ f(Pdq"-qdP)-if H(P,q)dt]
is integrable with respect to the Wiener measure, and the resulting expression is a well-defined path integral.
In the limit V-+oo the extra regularizing factor (1.2) formally tends to unity and the v-dependent path integrals revert to the original formal expression. This entirely formal argument suggests that the coherent state matrix element (p",q"lexp( -iTH) Jp',q') might be considered as the limit, as the diffusion constant v tends to 00, of well-defined phasespace path integrals with Wiener measure.
Our main result is that this heuristic argument indeed contains some truth. More precisely, we will show that (p",q"lexp( -iTH) Jp',q') (pdq-qdp) -i f h (p,q)dt ] dp,"w(p,q), (1.3) where P,"w is the product of two independent Wiener measures (one inp, one in q) with diffusion constant v, pinned at p',q' for t = 0, and at pIt ,q" for t = T. The normalization of the measure is given by f dp,"w(p,q)
Its connected covariance is (x is either p or q) (t I .;;;t 2 ) (x(t l )x(t 2 )C = (x(t l )x(t 2 ) -(x(t l ) (x(t 2 )
= vtl(I -t2IT), (1.5) where «( . ) = f( • )dp,"wl JdP,"w. The formula is valid for all self-adjoint Hamiltonians for which the finite linear span Dc of the harmonic oscillator eigenstates is a core, and which can be written as H= --h(p,q) (p,q) is equivalent to the "antiordered" symbol. From the difference between hand Hone sees that (1.3) is more than just a "regularization" of (1. I) by (1.2). We shall return later (at the end of Sec. II) to the role played by h (p,q).
As a matter of fact, our approach can also handle symmetric operators which are not self-adjoint. Formula (1.3) still holds if the closure of H IDe is maximal symmetric, where we then have to write either exp( -iHT) or exp( -iH*T) in the matrix element on the left-hand side, according to which deficiency index of HID is zero (see Theorem 2.4 in Sec. II C). Here H is again defined by (1.6), and the growth restriction on h ensures that H is well defined on Dc.
Note also that the regularization procedure which consists of inserting terms of type (1.2) into (1.1) in order to obtain (1.3) cannot work for the ordinary configurationspace path integral (whereas we assert here that it does work for the coherent-state, phase-space path integral). The reason for this is that the configuration-space path integral contains (formally) factors of the type exp(i!fq2 dt) in the integrand. This cannot be regularized by inserting an extra factor exp( -!v-I f q2 dt ); an old argument 6 shows that it is impossible to define the Brownian measure with a nonreal diffusion constant [or, alternatively, exp(i! For the proof of (1.3) we shall first show that the path integral in the right-hand side of(1.3) can be considered, for finite v, as the integral kernel of a contraction operator on L 2(R2), the set of square-integrable functions on phase space.
This will be done in Sec. II B, after we have defined all the necessary machinery in Sec. II A. In Sec. II C we take the limit V-+oo, and prove (1.3) (Theorem 2.4). For reasons of simplicity we will restrict ourselves to the case of one degree of freedom, i.e., to a two-dimensional phase space. Everything we do can be trivially extended to any finite number of degrees of freedom.
In Sec. III we discuss path integrals for Hamiltonians containing spin operators. Again we consider path-integral expressions for coherent-state matrix elements ofthe evolution operators corresponding to these Hamiltonians. The coherent states used here are associated with SU(2) rather than with the Heisenberg group, and are labeled by elements of S 2 rather than of R2. In our construction we shall be able to treat an arbitrary Hamiltonian written, analogously to (1.6), as a superposition of diagonal dyadic operators in the spin coherent states (this representation has been studied and used before; its first use in the construction of path integrals for spin systems was by Lieb 7 ). Once the appropriate definitions are formulated (Sec. III A), the analysis of Sec. II carries over to the spin case without any problem, and we therefore shall only state the result, without detailed proofs (Secs. III B and III C).
We have already announced our principal results in Ref. 4, in a slightly weaker version. The proofs outlined in Ref. 4 are, however, different from the ones we give here, though there is some connection. In the Appendix we compare the two versions, and show how our previous approach fits into the present framework.
B. Canonical transformations
As an illustration of our path-integral formalism we conclude this Introduction with a few remarks about how time-independent canonical transformations appear in our approach. For this purpose it is useful to interpret all stochastic integrals and stochastic differential equations in the sense of Stratonovich, 8 and this we shall do in this subsection. We introduce new canonical coordinates p = p (p,q) and ij = ij (p,q) , which are classically connected, for example, by the relation pdq -q dp = P dij -ij dp + 2 dF (p,ij;p,q) . uV(p,ij) ,
where ii (p,ij) = h (p( p,ij),q( p,ij) ), and where we have incorporated the effects of F by defining the states w,ij) =exp [iF(p,ij;p(p,ij),q(p,ij) 
)] I p(p,ij),q(p,ij).
With this phase convection, (1.8) is canonically equivalent to (1.3); the phase is still given by the classical action for stochastic phase-space paths; what is different is the weighting of those paths by the integration measure. Note that the measuresji'" andJ.Lw are typically mutually singular, as is already the case ifp = ap, ij = q/a, for a >0, a=j:. 1.
It is straightforward to extend the foregoing discussion to time-dependent canonical transformations.
II. THE CANONICAL CASE
A. Definitions and basic properties
We start by a review of the definition and some of the properties of the canonical coherent states. Let JY' be a separable complex Hilbert space carrying an irreducible, strongly continuous unitary representation W (p,q) of the Weyl commutation relations 
We define (J) E JY' to be the normalized ground state of the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian The canonical coherent states (cs) are defined as
They form an overcomplete set of vectors in K with "overlap function"
They also give rise to the following "resolution of unity": 
The vector (J) p,q is given by the familiar functions
We shall also use the harmonic oscillator excited states (J) k' defined by
In analogy with the definition of the cs we define
In order to alleviate many of the expressions in what follows, we shall often make use of Dirac's bra-ket notation in scalar products, matrix elements, and dyadic operators involving the coherent states. We shall write, e.g.,
In these notations (2.3), e.g., can be written as
where the integral converges weakly, according to (2.3). As a matter of fact, (2.6) also converges strongly; see, e.g., the remark following Lemma 2.3 in Sec. II C. Equation (2.4) implies
21T
(2.7)
For matrix elements «(J)p",q",A (J)P',q,) we shall use the notation (p" ,q" IA p',q') rather than the more common bra-ket notation (p" ,q" IA Ip' ,q') (i.e., we use a space instead ofthe second vertical bar) in order to avoid confusion in case A is not symmetric.
In the next section we shall interpret the right-hand side of (1.3) as the integral kernel of an operator on L 2(JR 2 ); this operator can be constructed explicitly, and its limit for v_ 00 can then be taken later. In order to do all this, we shall need the following definitions and constructions. (CtJI,RCtJ s ) x (l [P",q")(p",q"IRp',q')(p',q'ls) = f dp" dq" f dp ' dq' 211' 211' X (l [p",q";k ) (p",q";OIRp',q',O) (p',q';rls) = f dp" dq" f dp ' dq' 211' 211' X hk/(p" , q")( p" , q" IR p', q')h, .(p', q' (2.14)
We are now ready to tackle our path integral. In the next subsection we shall see that, for finite v, the path integral in the right-hand side of(1.3) can be interpreted as the integral kernel of an operator onL 2(V), which we can construct explicitly.
B. Interpretation of the path Integral (for finite v) as an
Integral kernel on L Z( V)
Let us introduce the symbol 9 y (h ) for the expression in the right-hand side of (1.3) 9 y (h;p",q",t ";p',q',t') (2.15) where again the measure p. 'W is the product of two independent Wiener measures with diffusion constant v, and pinned at p',q' for t = t' and at p" ,q" for t = t ", respectively
(t" >t').
If we put h = 0, 9 y can be calculated explicitly; the result is (for the case v = 1, this calculation was carried out 
From (2.16) one sees that
(2.18)
is in L I(R2), the upper bound (2.18) implies that for t " #-t "
The bound (2.18) implies IIEO(v;t ",t'lIl<e*" -t')o From the semigroup relation (2.17) we see that
EO(v;t ",t)E°(v;t,t') = EO(v;t ",t').
It is also easy to check from (2.16) that
[EO(v;t ",t ')] * = EO(v;t",t ').
(2.20) (2.21)
in the sense of distributions. Using (2.20), (2.21), and IIEO(v;t",t'lIl<e*"-t' ), this implies s-limt"~t' EO(v;t",t') = I on L 2( V). Moreover, one sees from the explicit expression (2.16) that the &' v (h = 0) depend on the initial and final times t ',t " only through the difference (vt" -vt '). Putting all this together, we conclude that, for fixed v,
where A is a self-adjoint operator on L 2(V). The bound
IIEO(v,t )1I<e
vt implies A;;;. -1. The operator A can be calculated explicitly from (2.16). One finds
(2.23)
It is particularly interesting to note, if A is interpreted as a Hamiltonian onL 2(]R2), that it describes a two-dimensional particle in the presence of a constant magnetic field orthogonal to the plane of motion. Indeed, exactly such a Hamiltonian arises in the two-dimensional quantized Hall effect, and good use has been made of coherent state techniques in the study of this problem. 12 Because of this magnetic field analogy, we know immediately that A has a purely discrete spectrum (the Landau levels for the corresponding magnetic field). As a matter off act, we already have an expression for a set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for A. Recalling the definition (2.9) of the h k1 , and using the definitions (2.5) and (2.1) ofthe ll)k and W(p,q), respectively, one finds (2.24)
This will be useful for our analysis of the v--+ 00 limit below. It follows immediately from (2.24) that D, the set of finite linear combinations of the hkl' is a core for A. Note that (2.24) also implies A>O. We have therefore IIEO(v,t)1I = lIexp( -vAt)1I < 1, which means that the EO(v,t) are a strongly continuous contraction semigroup.
Let us now look at the case where h is not identically zero. We shall consider functions h satisfying, for all a > 0, the condition I dp dqlh (p, 
This is automatically fulfilled if, e.g.,
I dp dqlh (p,qW exp[ -,8(p2 
for some ,8>0 and O<r < 1.
Condition (2.25) ensures that the path integral (2.15) is well defined. To see this, we only need to check that
IfJ'h (p(t ),q(t ))dt I is finite for almost all paths (p(t ),q(t)) in
the support of Il"w. This is certainly true if
Using the definition of Il"w, we can rewrite this condition as iT dt I dp dqlh (p, 
For h satisfying condition (2.25), we can use the CauchySchwarz inequality to bound the left-hand side of (2.26) by
v[T 2 -t(T-t)]
I. Oaubechies and J. R. Klauder (2.27) Since, for te [O,T] , T 2 -t(T-t»3T 2 /4, one immediately sees that expression (2.27) is finite, and hence that [!JJ ,,(h) is well defined for allp ',q',p",q" . From (2.15) we see then that, for all h satisfying (2.25), ,(h; pIt ,q" ,t" ;p',q',t ' )1 .;;;21Te*" -t')12 J dp 'i¥(p,q) 
.;;; exp-.
Since h is time independent, [!JJ" (h ) will depend on t " ,t ' only through the difference t" -t'. Together with (2.28) this implies that [!JJ ,,(h ) is the integral kernel of a bounded operator ,(h;p" ,q" ,t ";p',q',t ') 
(2.29) with IIE(v, h; t )11.; ; ; e"t12. (2.30)
From the path integral definition (2.15) one immediately sees that the semigroup property (2.17) for the [!JJ ,,(h ) also holds for h ;60. This implies [t l ,t 2 >0;E(v,h;0) (2.31) i.e., the E (v,h;t) form a semigroup.
WewanttoshowthattheE(v,h;t)actuallyformastrongIy continuous semigroup of contractions on L2 (V) [which means we have to do better than (2.30)!]. In order to do this, we shall proceed in several steps. We shall first consider h in Co, the C '" functions vanishing at 00. Then we shall extend our results to bounded h, and in a third step we generalize to all h satisfying condition (2.25).
For any h satisfying (2.25), we define H v to be [as in (2.13)] the multiplication operator by h (p,q) (Hvl) (p,q) p",q";p',q') We shall always assume that h is a real function, which implies that H v is self-adjoint. If h is not bounded, the domain 
[use (2.16) and (2.17)].
Here we have used the notations Po = p', qo = q', PN+ I =p", qN+ I = q", and E = T I(N + 1). In the limit for N---+oo, we can replace [sinh(vE!2)] -I and coth(vE/2) by their first-order approximation 2/ EV (higher-order terms do not contribute in the limit). This leads to ,(h;p",q",T;p',q',O) .
(2.33)
Here we have used the continuity of h in the limit so that as N---+oo ,
Comparing (2.33) with (2.29) we see that for h e Co, E(v,h;t)=exp[ -(vA+iHv) 
-I' f dp" dq" J dp' dq' I( " ") Jl v(hn;p" ,q",t;p',q',O) Jl v(h;p",q",t;p',q',O)g(p',q') = (f,E(v,h;t)g) . ',q',p",q" lim r?Jl v(hn;p",q",T;p',q',O) = r ?Jl ,,(h; p" ,q" ,T; p',q',O) . Take now any I E L 2( V). We have then
II [E(v,h;t) -E(v,hn;t)] 1112
= J dpdq J dpi dql J dp 2 dq2 I( ) r?Jl v(h;p,q,t;PI,ql'O) -r?Jl v(hn;p,q,t;Pl>ql'O) ] X [r?Jl , , (h; p, q, t; P2, , (h n ; p, q, t; P2, q2'0) 
s-lim E (v,hn;t) = E (v,h;t). (2.38)
Since h n E L '" for all n, the E (v,hn;t ) (v,h;t ) are uniformly bounded, and sinceD, the set of finite linear combinations of the hkl' is dense, it is sufficient to prove, for all k,l, 
n (t ) converges to E (v,h;t )h k1 for every t, the equicontinuity of the G n implies thatE(v,h;t)h k1 is continuous in t.
We have thus proved (2.41), and hence (2.40).
We have now achieved our goal, i.e., we have shown that for all functions h satisfying (2.25), r ?Jl v(h;p",q",t;p',q',O) is the integral kernel for a strongly continuous contraction semigroup E (v,h;t) . This contraction semigroup can be considered as a "perturbation" of the semigroup EO (v,T) = exp ( -vAt) . If h is a bounded function, the multiplication operator H" is bounded, and one sees from (2.34) that 
E (v,h;t) satisfies the integral equation
Since for h satisfying (2.25), scflh (p,q)ldt is finite a.e. with respect to J.''W, we can insert the above expression into the definition (2.15) of f!jJ v(h), which gives !jJ v(h; p" ,q" ,T; p' ,q' ,0) ED, to (fl,E(v,h;T) 
h) = (fl,EO(v,T)h)
T -i f ds ( fl,E (v,h;T -s)H vE O(v,s) 
Putting together all the preceding results, we see that we have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1: Let h be a real function satisfying, for all a>O,
is well defined. Here J.''W is a Gaussian measure completely determined by its normalization (1.4) and its connected covariance (1.5). Moreover, there exists a strongly continuous contraction semigroup E (v,h;t) on L 2( V) such that we have the following.
(1) E (v,h;t ) is an integral operator, with kernel jJ v(h;p",q",t;p',q',O) .
This proposition will enable us, in the next section, to study the limit for v_ 00 • From the path integral definition (2.15) for f!jJ v(h) one can easily check that f!jJ v ( -h;p",q",T;p',q',O) = f!jJ v(h;p',q',T;p",q",O) . ",q";p',q'I-Po(p",q";p',q' ; p", q", T; p', q', q"Jp', q') . We now proceed to prove proposition 2.2.
Proof of Proposition 2.2: (1) Since we shall work with one fixed h, we shall drop this label in our notation for E (v,h;t ):
E (v,t) = E (v,h;t), EO(v,t) = E (v,O;t) = exp( -vtA ).
Since the E (v,t) 
= (f,EO(v,t)g) -i f ds(f,E(v,t-s)HvEO(v,s)g).
IIE(v,t)(I-Po)gIIl";E + CAe-vt + V-I).
This implies, for g2 e L 2( V), that T f dt I (g2,E (v,T -t )(1 -Po)gl) I o
O;;;ETIIg211 +Cfllg211[v-IT+v-I(I-e-VT)].
It is always possible to choose V o such that for v>vo the second term in the right-hand side of this inequality becomes smaller than E. Since E was arbitrary to start with, we have therefore proved for all gl' g2 e L 2(V) that 
E(vk,T-t}PoHvg). k_oo o
The second term is zero by (2.54); in the third term we can interchange the limit and the integration because of the dominated convergence theorem, which gives 
w-limE(v,T) = exp( -iHvT).
Since exp( -iHvT) is a unitary operator on Ko, and liE (v,T)1I < 1, we can apply Lemma 2.3, and conclude Hence, for v;;'v o ' 
s-lim E(v,T) = exp( -iHvT).
This then implies, on L 2( V),
s-limPoE(v,T}Po =P o exp[ -iPoHvPoT]P o . (2.61)
.
11(1 -P o )E(v,t}PofIl 2 = IIE(v,t}PofIl 2 -IIP o E(v,t}PofIl 2 <1!PofIl 2 _lIe-iPJlvP.rPofIl2 + 2EIIP o fll = 2EI!Pofll·
Since E andfwere arbitrary, this proves s-lim (I -Po)E (v,l}Po = 0, and (2.50) now follows from (2.53), (2.61), and (2.62).
(2.62)
Remark.·We already noted above that the condition on Po HvPo may be weakened. We only required that PoH vPo ID be essentially self-adjoint in order to be allowed to make the transition from th;: integral equation (2.57) to the "integrated form" (2.58) for L r . There are, however, more general conditions under which this transition is still permitted.
We first make some general remarks. Let Tbe a closed symmetric operator on a complex Hilbert space K. We define its deficiency indices n ± as n ± = dim Ker(T· ± ill. PoH vPo I D is the generator of a contraction semigroup, and we are allowed to conclude (2.58) from (2.57). This then leads to the weak limit statement (2.59). Since exp( -iPoH vPo T) is still an isometry, Lemma 2.3 can still be applied, and the arguments in points (7) and (8) 
We find therefore that both the E (v,h;T) (Cl) For every a> 0 f dp dqlh (p, + q2) ] < 00.
(C2) For some 0</3 < 1 f dp dqlh (p, qWex p [ _P(p2 2 + q2)] = e p < 00.
Then, for all pit ,q" , p' ,q' in R, and all t " > t "
Ifn_(H) =0.
Herep, rv is the product of two independent Wiener measures (oneinp, one inq), pinned atp',q' for t = t', and atp",q" for t = t ". The normalization of p, rv is given by f dp,rv ( p,q) 
) and the connected covariance is (x either p or q; tl <t 2 )
where (I) = (Sdp,rv/)/(Sdp,rv). If the limit is taken in the sense of the Schwartz distributions, then (2.66) already holds if only (C 1) is satisfied.
Proof (1) We take, without loss of generality, t ' = ° and t" = T>O.
(2) We shall use (2.45), relating f?}J v(h ) with f?}J v(h = 0). Ifwe write (2.45) also for f?}J v( -h ), take the complex conjugate, and apply (2.47a), we find another such integral equation for f?}J v(h ). Combining this with (2.45) leads to f? }J v(h;p",q",T;p',q }J v(O;p" ,q" ,T;p,q,t)h (p,q)f?}J v(O;p,q,t;p',q',O) T " -f dt l f dt2 f dP~:ql f dp~:q2 }J v(O;p",q",T;Pl,ql,ttJh (Pl,ql) X f? }J v(h; Pl, ql, t l ; P2, q2, t 2 )h (P2, q2) X f? }J v(0;P2,q2,t 2 ;p',q',0 Jp,q,v,,(Pl,qtJ = f?}J v(O;Pl,ql,t;P,q,O) 
One easily calculates II</Jp,q,v" II = (1 -e -2v')-1/2. Using (CI), one can check that </Jp,q,V" E D(Hv). As v tends to 00 (the other parameters remaining fixed), </Jp,q,v,,(Pl,ql) con-verges pointwise to a familiar expression </ Jp,q,v,,(Pl,ql) 
where we have used the notation of Sec. II A. An easy calculation shows that this convergence also holds in L 2( V):
(2.68) (4) With this new notation we can rewrite (2.67) as f? }J v (h; pIt , q", T; p' , q' , 0) = f ?}J v(O;p",q",T;p',q',O) T -i f dt (</Jp",q",V,T-,,HV</Jp',q',v,,) 
-f dtl f dt2 (Hv</Jp",q",v,T_",E(v,h;t }J v(h;p",q",T;p',q',O) 
Let US denote these six terms by A 1., •• ,A6 (in the above order).
We shall see that each A r+O as v_ 00, which proves the theorem, (6) Using the explicit expression (2.16) for f/J v(h = 0). one easily finds
For A3 we can use (2.68) and Cauchy-Schwarz, which leads to to zero for v tending to 00 [by (2.63)]. Hence. by the dominated convergence theorem. A~.
(9) For the remaining three termsA z • A 4 , and As we need estimates of IIHvt/Jp, q, v, , 1I and IIHv(t/Jp, q, p,q)II, which we shall compute using (C2). We have
(10) With the help of these two estimates we can now discuss A 2' A 4 , and A s' We give here the explicit estimate for A4 (v,h;T) ; the argument therefore extends trivially to maximal symmetric H.
• Remarks: (1) In our formulation of Theorem 2.4, we have used initial and final times t' and t " ,respectively, while in all our preceding analyses we took t' = ° (and t" = T).
Since h (p,q) and therefore also H are time independent, this simply amounts to a relabeling of t. It is certainly plausible that all the above also holds for time-dependent Hamiltonians, where the evolution operators are then taken to be time-ordered products. For quadratic Hamiltonians, where everything can be calculated explicitly, this is indeed the case.
(2) Strictly speaking, the pointwise limit proved in Theorem 2.4 is not stronger than the limit in the sense of the Schwartz distributions proved before. A close inspection of the proof shows indeed that our estimates of the difference functions v(h;p",q",O;p',q',O) = 6(p" -p')6(q" -q') =1= (p" ,q" I,p',q') .
(4) The construction above shows how the "antiordered symbol" h (p,q) comes into play, rather than the more expected (and much more well-behaved) "ordered symbol" H(p,q) (as defined in the Introduction). Note that for quadratic Hamiltonians a result similar to (1.3), but where the functionH (p,q) is used in the path integral instead of h (p,q), also holds. 14 The price to pay for this change is that the measure has then to be replaced by a Wiener measure with drift terms (depending on H; see Ref. 14) . This suggests that (1.3) might be one element ofa family of related results, each with slightly different Hamiltonian functions in the action, and accordingly different measures.
III. THE SPIN CASE
The spin case can be treated completely analogously to the canonical case, modulo a change in the basic setting of course. In Sec. III A we define our notation, and in Sec. III B we reinterpret the spin path integral for finite v as the integral kernel of an operator on L 2(S 2). We state our final result (limit for v_ 00 ) in Sec. III C, without proof since the proofs are the same as in Sec. II.
A. Notations and definitions
At the end of Sec. III C we shall see, analogously to (2.66) in the canonical case, that the matrix element between spin coherent states of the unitary evolution operator associated to a spin Hamiltonian for spin s can be written as the limit, for diverging diffusion constant, of path integrals on S 2 involving Wiener measure on the sphere. In all this the spin value s is fixed; s occurs also as a parameter in the path integral. In order to prove this relation we shall, however, also need matrix elements relating to other spin values than s (this is similar to the use of the I,p,q;k ) in the arguments in Sec. II, even though the final result involved only the I,p,q»). In order to make this distinction clear, we shall use the symbolj for any arbitrary integer or half-integer value, while s will be used only for the particular spin value (which can also be any integer or half-integer) for which we wish to construct a path integral.
Let K j be a (2j + 1 I-dimensional complex Hilbert space (j = p.~, ... ) carrying an irreducible representation of the Lie group SU(2). We denote the generators of the corresponding Lie algebra by Sk' k = 1,2,3; one has [SI, s2] = iS 3 (plus cyclic permutations). 
The spin coherent states (for state V,m») are then given by1S
We shall be more specifi~ally interested in the Ifl;j,j) (m = Jj. We therefore also introduce the notation
For a given value of s, the states Ifl;S) will be the analog of the states I,p,q) in the canonical case, while the Ifl;j,m) will playa role analogous to the I,p,q;n). As in the canonical case, the Ifl;S) form an overcomplete set in Ks; their "overlap function" is given by
As in the canonical case, the spin coherent states Ifl;j,m)
give rise to a resolution of the identity in K j (for any m For given spin value s (integer or half-integer, but fixed), we define functions h im by h :m(O,cp) = ~21 + 2s + 1 (n;1 + s,sll + s,m) . (3.5) Here / takes all non-negative integer values (I = 0,1,2 Hence the h ~m are not only orthonormal, they also form a complete set for L 2(S 2). We shall see that this is true for any value for s (integer or half-integer ( 
B. Definition of the path Integral (for finite v)
We define our v-dependent spin path integral as
where p. "w is the Wiener measure on the sphere S 2, pinned at n" for t = t" and at n' for t = t', and defined such that J dp." The kernel [ljJ v (h; IJ, I; 1J ', 1') is completely determined by (3.14) and the initial condition
In order to define As, given by (3.15), as an operator on L 2(S2), we need also to specify the domain D (As) of As. We define
where D ( -A ) is the usual domain of the Laplacian on the sphere. Note that, as in the canonical case, As is "almost" equal to ( -!) times the Laplacian. In the present case we even recover the Laplacian if we put s = O. It is easy to check thatAs' defined by(3.15), with domain D (As), is a self-adjoint operator on L 2(S 2). This operator will be the analog, for the spin case, of the operator A in the canonical case. The property of A which turned out to be crucial in the proof of Proposition 2.2 was (2.24); this showed that any vector in Ko was an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue 0, while on K; the spectrum of A IK! was bounded below by a strictly positive number. In the limit v-co, this made everything collapse onto Ko. The same is true here. It is not difficult to check, using (3.5), (3.1), (3.2), and
(3.17)
Since obviously him ED (A.) for all I,m, and since the him are a complete orthonormal set of vectors in L 2(S 2), (3.17) tells us thatA. has a purely discrete spectrum; its eigenValues and eigenvectors are given by (3.17). We have, as in the canonical case, that A.I~ = 0; moreover, on ~, As is bounded below by ~ > o. For h a real smooth function on S 2, we define the operator Hs on L 2(S2) by [as in (3.11))
(Hs f)(1J ) = h (IJ )f(1J ).
Since h is a bounded function, Hs is a bounded operator, and vA. + iHs, defined onD (A.) , is a closed operator generating a contraction semigroup on L 2(S2). From (3.14) and (3.16) one then sees that the integral kernel for this semigroup is given by [ljJ v ';v(O,tP ) = (1$ + 1)(11 ";slexp [ -iH(I" -I') 
] IJ ';S).
Moreover, one can show, in a way completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.4, that the limit also holds pointwise. Note that no extra conditions on the function h are needed here, since h can always be chosen to be a continuous, bounded function.
Putting everything together, we can formulate our final result for spin path integrals. 
= (IJ ";slexp[ -iH(I" -I')) IJ ';S).
Here p,';v is a Wiener measure on the sphere S2, with diffusionconstantv,andpinnedatlJ II = (0 ",tP ")forl = I" and at IJ' = (0' ,tP ') for t = t'. The normalization of P,'W is given by I. Oaubechies and J. R. Klauder I dp,"w((},t/J) = f exp [-vjt" -t ') 
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APPENDIX: CONNECTION WITH PREVIOUS PROOF
Theorem 2.4 had been announced by us earlier,4 in a weaker version, namely (see Ref. 4) lim I dp" dq" I dp ' dq' ("'IP",q") 
To see that (AI) is weaker than Theorem 2.4 let us go back to the properties of the cs. It follows from (2.5) that for any (bounded) operator B on JY and any ""t/J E JY (""Bt/J ) = I dp" dq" I dp' dq' 21r 21r
X ("'IP",q") (p" ,q" IB p',q') (p',q'lt/J ).
(A2)
It is therefore clear that (2.37) implies (A 1). The reverse is not true, however; due to the overcompleteness of the cs, the matrix element (p" ,q" IB p' ,q') in formula (A2) can be re- This can intuitively be guessed already from the matrix elements of EN between the hkl (hkl,ENhrs) = f dp dq hkl (p,q) exp [ -iENh (p,q) 
